Warcrow 2022 Giveaway

To participate in the Warcrow Gencon 2022 pre-order raffles you must go to the corresponding
publications of each social network (Instagram, Twitter and Facebook) and follow the
instructions. You can participate until August 4, 2022. We will announce the winner during the
same month.
LEGAL BASIS
Corvus Belli SLL place of business in Polígono Industrial Castiñeiras Nave 19, 36939 Bueu,
(Pontevedra) and with CIF B36369981 has decided to organize a DRAW that will be organized by
the following BASIS:
1. Concerning Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
Neither Facebook, Instagram nor Twitter take part or manage in any way this promotion, they
have no relation to it. Users are completely separated from Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
and are aware that they are providing the information directly to Corvus Belli SL and not to
Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter. The information provided will be used to manage their
participation in the draw and to communicate the prize.
2. Draw mechanics.
People wishing to participate in the Instagram and Facebook raffles have to give follow the
account (@corvusbelli) and leave a comment on the corresponding post, answering the question
“Who will you play Warcrow with?”. For Twitter, they follow the account (@corvusbelli_) and
answer the tweet of the raffle with the answer to the same question.
All those who participate via Twitter and Instagram must make sure to have their profile public
so that their participation in the sweepstakes can be identified.
It is possible to participate in the three social networks, having more possibilities to win but we
will only allow 1 prize per person on these 3 raffles. In case that we have the same winner in 2
different platforms, we will proceed to do the draw again.
3. Duration
Participation will be open from March 28, 2022.
4. Requirements to participate
Eligible for this Promotion:
Any physical person that has a real Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter profile.
Not Eligible:
Phony Profiles.
5. Winner selection, communication, and prize delivery
Once the participation term has ended, the draw will be made among the participants that fulfill
all the requirements explained on the basis.
Corvus Belli SL will announce the result by contacting the winner through the social network
used to participate ten days after the draw.
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If the winner is not contacted ten days after the first attempt of contact has been made, or if
the winner rejects the prize, a new winner will be selected, the previous winner will lose the
right to claim the prize.
Corvus Belli SL will send the gifts directly to the winner, using the data provided by the latter
when the contact has been made.
The gifts will be sent via Messenger service to the address indicated by the winner; the costs of
the delivery will be covered by Corvus Belli SL.
6. Prize
The prize consists of 3 Marked miniatures (1 per winner).
The prizes will not be exchanged for money under any circumstances.
Customs expenses are to be paid by the customer.

7. Reservations and limitations
Corvus Belli SL is excluded from any liabilities given the case of mistakes in the data provided by
the winner that could prevent their identification.
Likewise, is not responsible for possible losses, damages, theft, or any other circumstances
blamable to the post office or messenger service that could affect the shipping of the prizes.
Corvus Belli SL has the right to start legal actions against those persons who attempt to perform
any kind of act that could be considered as a manipulation or falsification of the draw.
Corvus Belli SL is excluded from any responsibility for the damages of any kind that can be
related to the temporal or continuous lack of functioning of the media involved in this
promotion, from the defrauding of the usefulness that the users may have attributed to those,
and especially but not exclusively to the failed attempts of access to the different sites and
participation messages via Internet.
Corvus Belli SL has the right to postpone or expand the contest term and to interpret this legal
basis.
Likewise, Corvus Belli SL will be excluded from any responsibility if any of the mentioned cases
would happen and from the damages that the prize could cause.
8. Data protection
The data provided by the participants will be treated confidentially and compiled on an
automated file of personal use, being Corvus Belli SL responsible and holder of that file, with
social address in Polígono Industrial Castiñeiras Nave 19, 36939 Bueu (Pontevedra), Spain, of
which purpose will be the management of this draw.
Corvus Belli SL guarantees the complete enforcement of the “Ley Orgánica 15/1999, de 13 de
diciembre de Protección de Datos de Carácter Personal” in the treatment of the personal data
collected in this DRAW, especially in what refers to the rights of information, access,
rectification, opposition and cancellation of the participant’s personal data.
9. Basis compliance.
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The sole participation on this draw implies the consent and acceptance of this Basis, declaring
disagreement with them will mean the exclusion of the participant and consequently, Corvus
Belli SL will be free of any legal obligation contracted with said participant.
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